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Worksheets

1. Here are the pictures of some animals. Identify which are domestic and wild animals. Circle domestic animals with green colour and wild animals with red colour.
2. Following is a list of food items. Classify the following list into vegetables and fruits.
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3. Take a look at your environment. You see lot of plants. Identify some of the flowering and non flowering plants. List out and then group them.
4. Here is a list of graphic files.

Giraffe.gif  Bear.gif  Lotus.gif
Tiger.jpg  Jasmine.gif  Goat.jpg
Elephant.jpg  Rose.jpg  Sunflower.jpg
Fox.gif  Sheep.gif  Daffodil.gif

Arrange them as shown below inside the two folders 'gif' and 'jpg'.

Now answer the following questions.
a) Which are the files inside the folder 'jpg'?

b) Which is the parent folder of file 'Jasmine.gif'?

5. Here is a storage hierarchy given below. Refer the figure and answer the following questions.
a) Which are the sub- folders of the folder 'MyFiles'?  

b) Which is the parent folder of 'Rhymes' folder?  

c) What are the contents inside the folder 'Pictures'?  

d) Which is the parent folder of file 'Hare and Tortoise.odt'?  

e) Which folder has a file with '.pdf' file extension?